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Whether it is war against the fantastic forces of Hell itself,
or an inner war to define the worth of a man, 'The Last of His
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And though there was no reason in his brain for a clear
conception of so abstract a thing as justice, The last dog had
been driven back. He had never dreamed that his own kind
consisted of more than One Eye, his mother, and himself.
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eventually find out his generous deceit—you surely can forgive
him for the sake of his kind intention. " And," with wicked
dancing eyes that seemed to snap the last bond of repression,
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The full text of this essay is included in the story, and
itself includes a lengthy sub-story told as a true experience
by one of the essay's protagonists, Imhrat Khan. I liked the
flow in general in this one. Mar12,Nancyrateditreallylikedit.I
was right about her writing style and how it was able to feel
so relatable to a certain extent yet felt utterly weird all at
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